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A Course in Biblical Anthropology, or Christian Ethics as Good News
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Being Human

A Course in Biblical Anthropology, or Christian Ethics as Good News

1. Mysterium Trinitatis:  The Trinity 

• Covenantal Relationship and Seeking the Face of God 
2. Ecce Homo:  Incarnation


• The meaning of embodied existence 
3. Creatio Ex Nihilo:  The Meaning of Creation


• Gratitude, Boredom, and Technology 
4. Homo Adorans:  The Chief End of Man


• Beauty and Desire



Being Human

A Course in Biblical Anthropology, or Christian Ethics as Good News

5. Imago Dei 1:  Humanity as Representative of God


• Vocation, Work, and Rest 
6. Imago Dei 2:  Humanity as Representational of God


• Sex, Marriage, and Friendship 
7. The Church


• Service and Authority 
8. Resurrection


• Politics, Cultural Engagement, and Loving the City



What does Creatio ex Nihilo Mean?

• It means that of itself, the creation is nothing.  Creation does not involve 
something changing into something else.


• Creation is dependent in every way on God for its being.  Its very being, in every 
way and at every moment, is a gift.  God, on the other hand, is in no way 
dependent on his creation. 


• Because creation is from nothing, God gives not only existence, but the 
possibility of existence, the capacity to receive existence, the capacity to give 
back.


• These capacities constitute real creaturely existence, not a mere appendage or 
extension of God.


• The logic is not unlike that of the gift of salvation by grace alone (Eph. 2:8-10).



Why does Creatio ex Nihilo Matter?

• It preserves both divine and creaturely freedom.


• The being of creation depends on nothing but the unchanging love of the creator.


• God’s sovereignty over creation is not like a force acting upon creation from the 
outside, restricting its freedom.


• Calvin, commenting on Ezekiel 36, writes that the Christian will is not coerced by 
the Spirit, but leads believers to perform acts of Christian love by means of their 
own faculties, restored to freedom to act in accord with their proper end by the 
indwelling Holy Spirit.  


• “God draws us… without force and not unwillingly, and therefore as those who 
follow of their own accord – but with a will which he has made.”



Creation’s Ends

• Creation has ends, a purpose


• We sometimes refer to this as teleology


• If creation is radically contingent, then not only what exists but why it exists, 
what it is for, is given.


• This isn’t quite the same as an intelligent design argument.


• Rather, we’re trying to read Book of Nature through the Book of Scripture, in 
order to learn about God our creator, in order better to understand our own ends.



Creation v. Technopoly

Things have natures

Creational View Technological View

This determines how they 
ought to be used…

…in the service of properly-
ordered desire.

We have desires

We use things to satisfy 
those desires…

…and imagine that this 
determines their nature.



Homo Adorans:  Made to Worship

• “Tell me what you worship, and I’ll tell you who you are…”

Agnus Dei, Francisco de Zurbarán (1598-1664)



Cultural Confusions

1.“Materialism” v. “Spirituality”:  how can interest in spirituality be growing at the 
same time that we are increasingly convinced that we and the rest of the
universe are 
merely 
material? 


2. Foodies and 
fasting:  why 
do we see 
growth in so 
many forms 
of indulgence 
and so many 
forms of 
asceticism at 
the same 
time?



Cultural Confusions

3.Marriage and celibacy:  do we have the spiritual resources to understand the 
place of celibacy within marriage, or the place of sexual desire outside of it? 


4. A problem for conservatives:  disordered sexual desire clearly does not manifest 
itself only outside of the context of traditional marriage



Cultural Confusions

5. A problem for liberals:  sexual desire is treated as a private matter and an area in 
which satisfaction is required for personal wholeness - unless it happens to 
violate certain legal and cultural norms.


Gary Wills, “The Case Against Celibacy,” The Boston 
Globe Magazine, March 24, 2002:


The “worst aspect” of the crisis is “the victimization of 
the young” and “the clerical epidemic of… crimes.”


But at the same time, “The whole celibacy structure is a 
house of cards… treating pedophilia as a separate 
problem is impossible, since it thrives by its place in a 
compromised network of evasion… [The] real enemy is 
celibacy.”


[For more discussion of these phenomena, see Sarah Coakley, The New Asceticism and God, Sexuality, and the Self]



Disordered Desire

• At the center of all of these contradictions lies an inability to evaluate and 
adjudicate between desires, without merely accommodating or suppressing 
them.


• Our argument today will be that to be human is to be created to worship and to 
enjoy the intimate presence of our creator.


• Sin, on the other hand, is best understood as misdirected worship, or disordered 
desire (hamartia, the Greek word for sin, derives from the idea of missing the 
mark); cf. Jeremiah 2:12-13, 17:9; Romans 1:22-23; etc.


• This will lead to a question:  if our chief end is to “glorify God and enjoy Him 
forever,” what is the meaning, purpose, and proper role of our other desires?


• Once again, we’ll begin with a biblical understanding of the centrality of 
worship…



Beginning at the End…
• Greg Beale asks, why does John see a “new heaven and a new earth” in 

Revelation 21, but then go on to describe a garden city in the shape of a temple?


• In Revelation, what was “very good” at creation is recapitulated and perfected.


• No sea


• No sun or moon:  God and the Lamb give it light


• God’s enemies (evil, death, Satan) destroyed


• The river of life, the tree of life


• Life began in a garden, but it ends in a city… but both are a Temple.



Biblical Theology of the Temple
• The temple represented the cosmos, and the creation anticipated the temple.


• He built his sanctuary like the high heavens, like the earth, which he has 
founded forever. - Psalm 78:69


• The outer courtyard:  water, altar/mountain (cf. 1 Kgs. 7; Ezek. 43; Lev. 4) - 
open to all Israelites


• Holy place contained the lampstand (which was itself tree-like), decorated 
with heavenly imagery, precious stones in its foundation


• Holy of holies represented the unseen dwelling place of God


• Similar imagery found in the priests’ robes (but inside-out!)



Biblical Theology of the Temple
• Overall structure:  concentric circles indicating increasing order and holiness, 

proximity to God


• Genesis:


• Garden (protected, cultivated) planted within Eden (Gen. 2:8); tree of life in its 
midst (2:9) and watered by a river (2:10)


• Outside the garden (and Eden?), the ground (‘adamah) from which the man 
(‘adam) is formed


• Priestly role:  the man placed (or perhaps “caused to rest,” nuah) in the 
garden (2:7-8) in order to “guard and keep” it (2:15), but then driven out to 
work the ground after the fall (3:24)


• Cain then driven even further out, “away from the ground, and… from the 
presence of the LORD” (4:14-16)







What is Creation For?
• The purpose of the Temple:  the meeting place of God with man, heaven with 

earth


• Much of this was common across ANE cultures


• Temples built on mountains and/or were themselves tall structures


• Temples represented a copy on earth of something in heaven (cf. Ex. 25:8-9)


• Temples contained cosmic imagery


• But the biblical account is unique:


• the Temple is no mere proxy, but is literally the place where God dwells with 
His people (Ex. 40, 1 Kgs. 8)


• the cosmos themselves initially function as a Temple



No Temple in the New Heavens and the New Earth
• What does John see descending in Revelation 21?


• No temple in the city (21:22)


• The city is a perfect cube (21:16), like the Holy of Holies (1 Kgs. 6:20, Ezek. 
41:4)


• The Tree, the River, precious stones


• God Himself is the light (cf. Isaiah 60)


• Nothing unclean can enter the city (21:27, cf. 21:8)


• All of the new heavens and new earth are the dwelling place of God with His 
people.



God With Us
• The conclusion is that all of creation is oriented toward the presence of God with 

his people. (Ex. 3:14, Isaiah 43)


• John’s gospel presents Jesus as not only what the temple was pointing to, but 
as in some sense actually being the true temple!


• “I am the bread of life” (6:35); “I am the light of the world” (8:12)


• “If anyone thirsts, let him come to me and drink. Whoever believes in me, as 
the Scripture has said, ‘Out of his heart will flow rivers of living 
water.’” (7:37-38)


• And the Word became flesh, and dwelt (tabernacled) among us (1:14)


• “…he was talking about the Temple of his body.” (2:21)



Made to Worship
• Man’s chief end, Westminster tells us, “is to glorify God and enjoy Him forever.”


• We are made to be with God,  united to Him in Christ, fully satisfied in Him


• Rev. 5, 7


	 O God, you are my God; earnestly I seek you;

	 	 my soul thirsts for you;

	 my flesh faints for you,

	 	 as in a dry and weary land where there is no water.


- Psalm 63:1


• “I think we delight to praise what we enjoy because the praise not merely 
expresses but completes the enjoyment; it is its appointed consummation.” - CS 
Lewis, Reflections on the Psalms



Some Conundrums

Narcissus, Caravaggio (1597-1599)

• Is it all about me, my satisfaction?  
Does worship drive us apart, 
isolating us as  we are individually 
satisfied in God?


• If we are created to worship God, 
are our other desires nothing but a 
distraction?


• For help, we’ll turn to two different 
4th/5th century theologians:  
Augustine in the west, and Gregory 
of Nyssa in the east.



Augustine and Desire
• Desiring, imaginative animals


• “You move us to delight in praising You; 
for You have formed us for Yourself, and 
our hearts are restless till they find rest in 
You.” - Augustine, Confessions


• For Augustine, love of God is central, and 
the virtues (justice, prudence, courage, 
temperance) are simply manifestations of 
that love in different contexts.



Common Objects of Love
• Desire constitutes community:


• “A people, we may say, is a gathered 
multitude of rational beings united by 
agreeing to share the things they love.  There 
can be as many different kinds of people as 
there are different things for them to love. … 
The better the things, the better the people; 
the worse the things, the worse their 
agreement to share them.” - Augustine, City 
of God 19.24


•  “We see then that the two cities were 
created by two kinds of love:  the earthly city 
was created by self-love reaching the point of 
contempt for God, the Heavenly City by the 
love of God carried as far as contempt of 
self.” - City of God 14.28 The City of God, from a translation of the works 


of St. Augustine by Raoul de Presles, c.1469-73.



Common Objects of Love
• Gregory of Nyssa, 4th Century Cappadocian Father, On Virginity:


• Eros - which is more than sexual desire, but includes it - is the “glue” of 
society


• By this, he didn’t simply mean that sexual desire eventually leads to 
procreation (although he did mean that).


• He also argued that the joy of satisfied desire properly overflows - to service 
to the poor, attention to the weak, gratitude for the earth in all its fulness and 
limitations.


• In order to function this way, desire has to be strengthened, not tamped down 
- refined and trained, not negated. 

• As CS Lewis put it, our desires are not too strong, but too weak - we are too 
easily satisfied!



Common Objects of Love
• Why do these ideas sound so foreign to us?


• “Part of the problem in presenting the Faith is that our world deadens desire, and 
many people do not know they are missing anything.”  - Alison Milbank 


Now this I say and testify in the Lord, that you must no longer walk as the 
Gentiles do, in the futility of their minds. They are darkened in their 
understanding, alienated from the life of God because of the ignorance that is in 
them, due to their hardness of heart. They have become callous and have 
given themselves up to sensuality, greedy to practice every kind of impurity. 
But that is not the way you learned Christ!—assuming that you have heard about 
him and were taught in him, as the truth is in Jesus, to put off your old self, 
which belongs to your former manner of life and is corrupt through deceitful 
desires, and to be renewed in the spirit of your minds, and to put on the new 
self, created after the likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness. 


- Ephesians 4:17-24




Art and the Imagination of the Real

and poetry are all important here and they 
need not necessarily be explicitly Christian 
but merely art that gives us a sense of the 
real, whether of realistically presented 
objects or of colour and shape 
themselves.” - Alison Milbank


• “The allotted function of Art is not, as is 
often assumed, to put across ideas, to 
propagate thoughts, to serve as an 
example. The aim of art is to prepare a 
person for death, to plough and harrow 
his soul, rendering it capable of turning to 
good.” - Andrei Tarkovsky, Sculpting in 
Time

“We need estranging techniques if we are to shock people into engagement 
with reality, … so that we may begin to explain the Christian faith at all.  They 
need to be aware of ‘being’… Art, music

The Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog, Caspar David Friedrich (1818)



On Beauty
• Beauty de-centers the self.


• Beauty wants to replicate itself:  


• “When the eye sees something beautiful, the 
hand wants to draw it.” - Ludwig Wittgenstein


• Praise as a form of replication


• Beauty and the sense of being wrong - the 
starting point for education and repentance (cf. 
Isaiah 6)


• Beauty trains us to hope, because the sense of 
beauty is drawn to the particular, the 
unprecedented - “There is nothing else like this”



The Good of Desire and Desiring the Good
• Idolatry simultaneously elevates created things too high and divests them of their 

real value (cf. Isaiah 44).


• “Materialism, for Augustine, is the paradigm of the lying love, attached to real 
goods and yet untrue, since it misconceives the significance of those goods 
within reality as a whole.” - Oliver O’Donovan, Common Objects of Love


• Hence our cultural confusions - libertinism together with asceticism, over-
indulgence together with boredom (i.e., acedia).



What Do I Love When I Love My God?
• “Late have I loved you, beauty so old and so new: late have I loved you.  And 

see, you were within and I was in the external world and sought you there, and in 
my unlovely state I plunged into those lovely created things which you made.  
You were with me, and I was not with you. The lovely things kept me far from
you, though if they did 
not have their 
existence in you,  they 
had no existence at 
all.” - Augustine, 
Confessions


• Desire for things other 
than God is not 
rejected, but 
strengthened and 
properly honored 
when we receive them 
as His gifts, pointing 
us to their Creator.


